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This paper details • plan to explore the galaxy. Areas o£ interest to an era

o_ cyDerspmce include the Tech-Index information system for the Expedition end

the role cyberspace has in increasing expedition productivity end increasing

the cepebilties of cyberspece by expanding the goals and data set. The paper
offers lists of projects for the cybermerket pool. The expedition is

described also ee • developers tool for cyberspece to acknowledge the scope ot
the human mind far surpasses present engineering yet guide= our direction of

energies end materials. Maintaining the biological capability to reproOuce the
Tartan biosphere vie Evolution perk conservation areas is discussed. The

ecological repair of Spaceship Earth end =he build up ot an Interstellar

industrial base free simple recyltng end eduoetional programs t= meshes with •

proposed "reverse engineering cyblrspece" plea. A set o_ constructive contests

ere proposed with 3 new currencies offered as prises.

The Planet, The Solar System, The Galaxy are 3 arena of focus.

Etch of these areas are considered in • cyberspectrum o_ 1. Sentlence,
Biological diversity. 3. Energy/Batter resouroes.

2.

Although no specific software is dtsoussed or offered the paper will give
an idea of the cherecteristice ueetull to advance the expedition towards the

exploration of the Galaxy and building m s_rong ee|f financed RED g_oup.
Issues as diverse ea access to the competition, chmllenge end benefits to the

size ot Earths gone pool el • date set end whether Cyberspece can model the

teohnicel information aboard interstellar colonization crate ere brought

forward. Cultural aspects° physics/religion interface end the potential

dangers from drug lords el expedition cyberspece otters competition to

recrea=lonml drugs _or imeginoering tile in minds o£ bright young people.

Ideas _or cross referencing Caftan ll_e with each star in the Eelaxy £or
reel colonization modelling.

Ideas for cyberspece modelling o_ novel space drives with a selec:ion o£

the drives on the developmen= table et the expedition. A shor_ :ist of

organ,:aliens and researchers collecting and producing date relevant :o the

Expeoi=ion who would be able to contribute co the Cyberepace Data sets _o firm

up the reverse engineering productivity.

a Rethod o_ incorporating the expedt=ton into the currant industrial

infrastructure in the area of "reduoing input costs" so as to increase North

American competivaneas and to sake • reduction in the s_anderd o_ flying o£

axpea_:ion participants highly unlikely because i£ you have access :o the

tools _o colonize e Galaxy and :he reaourcee cf a Stership with _ellow

crewaeaDers spaning the globe, on • planet half buried by discarded technology

you should be able to keep wars, dry, nourished and highly entertained. We ere

only snort on time. The educational end eavencure opportunities are limitless

_or c_e Warrior on the Edge ot :lee. A good argument is made _or the

expeai:ion end its R&D.

In e_ect- hunting for the SpeceDrive.
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Pert I.

A plan to explore the @elaxy.

This is fairly straightforward. We organize ell sclenti£1c information in such

a way that a person can learn enough to do experimental demlgn of Interstell_

class technology. When new date becomes known it is inserted into the database

known as the Techlndex- rag. am. and is cross referenced so as to be acceeslble

in the event a person needs the new date for study or design.
The database is structured so access i$ only made available once funds have

been placed with the expedition to support Galactic exploration and
colonization on a refundable basis. The funds can go into 4 different ereu,

each of which facilitates the Expedition. When a person wants some information

they access the date from the TeohIndex. If they are designing a Space Drive or

anything directly related to the expedition _hey will bs included in

competition for prizes and resuneratlon for design work or research done thee

furthers the expedition.
The expedition is to explore and colonize the Hilky Way Galaxy. Equipment must

be designed and built to accomplish interstellar :revel as will terra/orsing

gear from time to time. The solar system will be the test-bed end proving
ground. The _irst space project is a polar lunar power system. This will

provide the energy and finance to research specs drive technology and may spare

a large quanta o£ Terren life for letter use in colonizing worlds. Next is a
Gas giant Ice delivery system, followed by terrs£crming Hers and Venus. Earth,

as the origin of life will have biological conservation sufficient to meet the

challenge at hand. An industrial bese able to build sterfleets will be

assembled during the research on space drives. Resources will be s_ockpiled,

ee in Key elements and infrastructure sites, at absolutely no expense to the

biodiversity of the planet. There are duties end tasks pleasing even those who

express a fear of stars. Due to the straightforward nature of the task at hand
the Techlndex information system will be configured to accept the researches of

CyberSimulants on behalf of participants, thereby freeing the biological

participant _or activity in the natural world. Nevertheless the cybersimulant

may earn funds on behalf of its sponsor. In :he event the Cybersiaulant

displays outstanding mollifies it may be allowed _o take on tasks offered in

the TechIndex Cybermarket where it may perform tasks at the request of those

who hire its services. How m CyberStaulan_ will be paid is currently under

consideration. The Expedition is organic in nature end its goals must be met.

Under no circumstances will cybersimulants impair the orfanic progress _

biological life. Cyberial habitats may become available only after all

possibility o_ organic colonization is excluded. It may be that the simulan=

would be paid only on the lunar base or places distant or perhaps offered a

special class of LifeCredits that would offer the siaulant REAL LIFE at some

time, perhaps through the use of Clones of the initiator. Unless very real

care is taken, the use o_ cyberspece may only result in the trestles o£

planetary prison with life confined to one planet or only a few, While

cyberLi_e, _etter suited to interstellar travel, :Isles every new star its own.

The cyberspace environment of the Techlndex will be geared towards advancing

the parametric with ramltiae analysis where possiole. The expense of actuai

experimentation is prohibitive but will be employed to verify _he data

generated during some simulations and model runs. _owever, whet is known and

can be measured will whenever possible be included. The Cyberspace goal is _o

be able to _ooel a_ will and have :he Teohlnoex conduct realties Reverse

engineering _ith _ _EALITY GAUGE icnown as the :yberspectrua. The

Cyberspectrum would indicate distance _rom reeiitY. The known achisvaoie

parameters exceeded are sccesslble _o pinpoint areas _or further research :o
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expand our capabilities. The conversion of science fiction to Feet is the

goal. An idea can have a spectral emmission to aentisnce, and in a virturai

reality environment a electronic hypothelemus can sort VR from Fantasy.
We should be able to know while pumhing simulations at what point we leave

proven and move toward theoretical and when we leave theoretical behind.

This is why we need access to all known data, so we can push beyond theoretical

limits by utilizing other materials, processes, and principles and bshaviourm

on the fly. Do you know 0£ the HyperCurve and the Story of Hath and DseiRn?
Can you interfere the concept of 2 infinite minimal surfaces to describe the

interaction bawean a scar of origin to the destination star?

To Date( 4.3 billion Years and Calculating) Life hem circled the Galactic Con

every 250 million Terren Years. During this rise life has evolved to consider

other stars. It is time to reeoh outward. Once humble ^|gas consRired to build

arrogant bipeds to enjoy access to the laws of reality. And whet noble deed do
these construc_ aspire? Blindness to the Galaxy once discovered? Fear of Starer

Or • spiral harvest of habitat for the concept of life. Think Interstellar and

Build up your planet.

Cybermarket- That communications market where sentience makes available for

hire its services and Roods, and the cell for consideration of problems end

tasks is set ouC in She hopes of attractinR parties capable of resolution in

return for credit, currency, services or Roods.

At its tartan peek Solutions did abound, as did the minds to provide such,

however matter and evergy were in short supply. It became necessary to expand
the HATTER/ENERGY base of the LZFE/SENTIENC£ combination. Fortunately the Stay

Sol was embedded in the edge of • Galaxy. They Learned.

Cybermarket pool

A place we can hire out our sentience. That Index of cross-references to

which we shop for challenges and submit our questions to the Reneral
cyber-resouroe.

Developers tool- To look at the expedition expectations msy Rive some ideas

about how to desiRn virtual reality proRrams capable of real time model

feedback for some reverse engineerinR. A need to t_enslate data to run

manufacturing lines if the desiRn Is for mass production.

The Contests

The Spiral Survey Expedition proposes to offer prizes to or shared by those

individuals who may meet _he challenges presented by the Galaxy, its survey,
exploration, and colonization.

The LifeCredit-tm shares the experience of life with _he winners in _he

realm of conservation ano application of Life-Colonization Tool.

The StarCredit-tm snares in the opportunities offered by • Space Drive or a

S_erDrive in re_ards _o energy and access to the Galaxy-Transport Tools.

The SpaceCrtdit-tm gives some participation in Space Power and the general
resources o_ the solar gyatem-Tools for Quanta of Action.

The new Currencies

The opportunity- ^ Galaxy stands before us. We have four billion years o_

molecular biochemical research relarding the support of life ac our back and

call if we but allow i_s many designs to escape extinction. Over 200 Whole

ecosystems, each capable of supporting any level of civilization. WE are aG
=he fore£ron= o_ consideration of the £uture. We alone are the warriors on =he

_dRe o_ time. _e are t_e aeslRners of the future. We are the selec¢or$ ¢_ :_e

Way. We will no= allow eauca_ion to fail. • We will no_ let knowledge £ade. _e

will continue the traaitlon of givtnR assistance to wisdom and common sense.
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Mus_ we have an enemy to spur us into action? Are we StarMange? NoZ_!. We can

do better. Do you bear the Stanoard of Death or o£ Li_e. We are but a Vector

for life. Are your creative skills a match to the challenge? If you can
think- yes_! Some thought on the harnessing of greed.

The Life Credit-as is s mare quanta of conservation, a unit o_ Tartan

biodiversity, with the potential to colonize whole planets and turn dank mud

patches into verdant forests. A simple tool to conver_ deed planets into living

biospheres. Aspeots of exact genetic sequences with 10 million gigebytes of
DNA representing the global genetic data in a raw data for_, and how and when

this data might be stored, transmitted and transcribed back into _unctional

biospheres at other stars are under consideration. The ultimate denomination

of the LifeCredit currency is representative o£ the intact functional Terran
biosphere. ^ rich planet with to_el biological resources and functional

ecosystems in every available niche. A place for evolution to continue. An

unexplored world. The bast worlds will be set aside £or life preserves as

future prizes ms life takes hold on each, for the competition must go on.

^fear all there is the speed of light and other Galaxies beyond our own.
Incentives must be available.

The EtarCradit-tm is a mare quanta of the behaviour of interstellar travel and

all this entails. Each small technical achlevement should be marked by the

issuance, and each issuance cer_lfies an "action in history as well as a

permanently accessible record of achievement, thus conferring a sort of

immortality on the persons involver in these struggles _o access _he
interstellar. Just as life is the Journey, the Journey is essence of the life.

The exploration and colonization of the Galaxy offers a vam_ level of

opportunity for our progeny to experience the thrill of starting from • concept

to a habitable planet to leaving to find another star to repeat the adventure.

Of course the best will have aocess to the ultimate denomination of the

currency og the StarCredit- the Interstellar Survey ship- capable of travelling

to another star to survey its £unction in the Galaxy, the grand adventure, and
whether it contains any colonizable planets. The Survey ship, mus_ contain the

computing power end biological power to initiate the terrmforming of suitable
plane_s in advance of the colonial fleets by times up to cen_uriea.

And in the event of mishap, the ability to initiate _he build-up o£ an

interstellar capable civilization area the survivors. ^ fine expaaple of

func:ional currency. The highest, moat sought after denom_natlon, composed of

the reres_ of elements, containing all that life can o_fer and giving access to

unlimited opportunity. Truly a versatile investment. SterCredits can Crea_e

the Li_eCredit preserve planets.

The SpaceCredit is in s sense the energy key. A Quanta of energy action towards

_aking life through space _o live at another star. More the physical side of

reality, or conversely dealing with that excise of the reverse of matter-

Space. For every bit o£ life is the organization of matter as energized by

smeller output, and perhaps even the aa_ter is from _he :ore o_ previously

_urning scars. The smeller output o_ energy and the matter in orDlt.

The nighes_ denomimina_ion of the Space Credit is _he ul:ima_e terra£orming

=oo_- _ellar ou_pum and orbital mamter. Planets can be built.

The Des= is co win all three. Earths biodiversity, an :nters_ellar Survey

spacecraft capable of repeaDed :olonizmCions, and the authority to use a

s_arsys_ems resources Do effec_ :he creation of a biosphere.

'Jntil a large number of credits have Dean sold, _he prizes will remain small.

_na _I[' average aoou_ '2 to 15_ o_ _he asaeCs annually _ependlng on the

performance of the funds :nves_ea and the overhead :os_s :_ naintaining :_e

-ecn[naex. Due _o t_e governmental _eficits there L3 a surplus of income

;enerauing invescmencs avallable. Capital intensive yes, slmilar _o the carDon
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working on compared to what needs to be done and whet has been done since I wee

laec here are shown by my pre£ered method o£ display- my custoa spectrum, and a

reviev o_ the work is available as is a number o_ analysis and interpretation

channels. I_ a £ellow is on the problem now I may be able to hell them i_ t_y

have • query channel open.

I display my problem- I can see i_ students are welching end know some ot the

individuals wishing to interior. On cocas ion the general media is

broadcasting the session to the general populace vie sattelite or Fibre optics

as increasingly persona looking For some hope have started to hang on ever7

project relating to improving the lot o£ Earth. The eedi• profits are a nice

perk •s onlookers may voice their approve| vie a cash contribution to the

competition funds or may Just purchase cred£_a to increase the long tare

capital pool as • perceptual insurance to o££aet the deluge ot misery. Soee

persons Just went o£f bhe planet end this meets their desire to purchase •
ticket.

Or I can be totally in private iF I have _he hardware on site.

My project got today is Solid State Fusion. Z run through the simulation og •

rydberg acom of Helium-3 in • ver;i¢le quantum well trap and give the variable

magnetic sequence some harmonics with the helium e|ectrons to open up m eho_ at

the nucleus. I see that by selecting an oscillation on the sides I can get the
nucleus spun up to a level that af£ects the electrons tot • clear shot. Z run

the proton emsisston simulation _roe ny new hydride semiconductor design and

pump i_ down the monolithic crystal fibre optic tube composed ot lithium

niobate. The 1space is successful, with no chip damage0 so Z run up the rate to

sees theoretical limits only to see a the capacitors cannot handle the current

flow, disrupting the eleotron/eagnetio heraonioa resulting in excess neutron

production and everything goes haywire area neutron damage. However it could

charge batteries et the present design. Hy hail goes on. A psrty is interested

in building the chip but I have to lind seasons to make the monolithic channel

proton •ccelleretor. Time to put • extra law lines into the Sponsor Wanted

Line. Good thing the Patent Tax pays for the registration o£ this recent
Innovation.

Time to check out that clue in the LSteCredit preserve _ 59 where • Lichen wee

foun_ to be conts£ning lithiue niobate crystals o_ a peculiar shape end g_owtng

on a peg_a_tto dyke. See how the DNA ana|ysis Z sponsored is going. A coemon

lichen _tth a strange habit° say provide clues gor the organic growth o!

channels. ! expec_ to live research. ;ire the conversion oF science gictton

into £sct and build and operate sage. A _arrior on the Edge o_ Time.

TIme co patch into the Sudan L_nsr power p_o_eot- _e leased land to bees
power =o in return _or providing • source o_ d_inking _eter end universal

access co birth control. The solar still pro_eot has made sees progress, nest

idea _o use horsetail grass to provide a source o_ methane end silicon dioxide

at the same tide, a combination any glass blower is sure to appreciate.

Nothing like • prehistoric plant to provide thmt which is needed t_ice, too bad

we lost 08 species be_ore we realizes the use£ullness. _hy _t looks like the

dogs are trying _o get the deuteriue out begone they let anyone drink the

water. _ow we will need _ore storsge area and vessels.
How is the e_ort to balance the chemical levels in the birth control plant.

on track except _e have discovered a new pes_ that likes the smell. How about

the solar powered contraception lea_ calibration device based on evanescent

rave =achnology. Seems on track, long list o£ sponsors, real :rowded _n that
area. _he power levels seem high, may have to empower locals to charge unit o_

battery banks. _oon there will be aaple electricity. Thats great, the Lunar

base should be into some good cash _low soon to enhance the search _or

extrasolar planets. Look sc this, only 5_ o_ the Galaxies stars _tth a £ull

spec_r•. _e have go_ _o get out there. How is the design o_ _he Galactic

Polar _urveyors going. _ot Dec, _ears Irom launch however. 2coke like a new

_rooec_ ;carted _n both dlrec=ions :: ;ec a hold cn :he 3tars _n _hec
:irecc_on. _ooke good, _odelled out _= 200 light years, not _uch o_ • view yec
but _ _he right directions, Look who's in the volunteer list. : wouldn't _ind
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in the first I0 growth rings in • 400 year old tree. life is like that. some

phosphorus for the DN^ end so forth. The act of reproduction is the act of

investment of matter, energy, time, end attention. So we continue, but-sex

with • Galaxy is not a slnple aa_ter. The meting ritual is a space rltuel.

Zn 4.3 billion years of evolution since creation of life, we have circled ta

orbit,this galaxy under contemplation 17 times. Now that human sentiance is on
the biosphere, where to from here? ^ logical question associated with how much

will galactic =revel cost? Passage by investment and work.

So the LifeCredits are each meoured by 1 acre of Wilderness, the StarCredits by

investment in Gave. Bonds and the SpeoeCradtts by SolerCollectton equipment.

The wilderness is in a LlleCredit preserve, set aside to provide the biologics|

remourcee to colonize the Galaxy bemed on the Tartan expample. The lifecredits
else provide • resource to the bioteohnology interests.

Pert 2- The Planet, The Solar System, The Galaxy

A cyberspeccrua of consideration

Santlence end the mirror of Illusion- If we model an expedition to explore the

Galaxy will we actually be progressing towards the Goal of Galactic conquest?

Or are we engaging in mere entertainment. Although our brains seem to vor_

beec when crawling out from rubble could we not for once just try co keep the

Earth out o_ destruction and percieve the herren planets o_ other a_ars as the

rubble, and cake our gleaming caves to visit same absence of huaea

civilization. We know whet our rate limiting step to adventure is.

Trenspor_etion. We now have computer tools to increase the participation and

productivity o_ the Remesrch and Development involved in interstellar travel.

Cyberspece offers to reduce the overhead coJ_m of an expedition by early orders

of magnitude. The Spiral Survey Expedi_ion is an educational exercise for the

mind. A behaviours| perceptual operating framework. Software for the Brain.

For a Sentient- to be able to provide for the food, clothing, lodging, comfort,

end energy by the act o£ thinking and using the mind is a greet oppor_uni_y.
ProvXded we are not plagued by the need for constant repair and mending, or

being slowly poisoned or imprisoned. A reientle_ diatnui¢ion o£ freedoms cae

stultify the positive creativity, only Co replace with that other of which we

will not speak. We resist the bondage of physics, is chaC enough to stay £ree_

^ collective perception o£ the goal may be ell the organization required on a

mental level. But each mind must understand some investment is required to

provide for _reedoa of thought, access to the hope of living on New habitat or

of redeeming the current surrounding haDite¢ back to biological health, and

providing access to the matter and energy tools to build an industrial
infrastructure capable of accomplishing Interstellar travel and remearchem

I _eel the oepth of descrip_icn in cyDerepece is one key.

On Earth, Terra,"The Planet" however, we see the destruction of our sole

repository of 5iological tools. In addition Hate and violent eXCelS are in

abunoance. Is it possible to expend the bame of neutral zones to cover a

greater area o_ the planet where more rational progress towards civilization

can occur :hrcugh conservation of biology, resources, education, science and

Engineering- Z believe so. I also believe we have the technoiogy to reduce the

size o_ runts;anal neutral zones into areas the size o_ city blocks or less.

These neeO not be fortressem or Castles with courtyards of in_act bloaee, but I

think each one may have a personality capable o_ soothing the surrounding

areas, and pocen_lally reproducing or expending. Z£ the NeuCra! Zones are moec
beneficial ano do noC contribute to strife they will become assets by virtue c£

existence, buc =use be virtually unposaeseeble. This is one £acec o_ one

colon_zacZon c_ the Galaxy- Our biggest c_allenge may De learning how :o _ive

on Earth Cue t: the human condition. Many _ribes have succeeded to live within

their _eans. Few have not fallen before the current situation. The current
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situation i8 pathetic in the extreme. Whet tribe could live unscathed in the

current Jungle of reality? A question for anthropological Cyberspaoe- unique to

Earth, I wonder, can we create et other stare what we cannot create on Earth.

The collection end distribution cf Matter end Energy on Earth can be inprovmd.

and some can be set aside for "ExtraSolar Missions". The expedition would be

expected to setntatn strategic reserves of Biological resources of sufficient

scope to allow the continuance of evolution so as to expend the biological

resources available and to allow present species _ina to adept to the nay
bipeds! on the planet-US. Does it hurt to stretch your hind? Please dent let

selfishness and famr cramp your crmattve style. Each parson wants access to the

full range of colors before painting life on the new canvas of the Salexy.

One task is to prevent the Parsenently Out of Stock notation beside the naeu

of biochesic81 systems known as species. Not herd work. We Jumt have to leave
then alone for the moat pmrC. More difficult is asking other people leave them

alone. An area for sons adventure. I feel Nature preserves can be moeatinu

Integrated with Strategic reserves of other resources for the Expedition. T_J

Nature Conservancy is cognizant to this fact in regards to the biodtvermtty ou

some U.S. Governsant property and mmny corporate Landholdings. Often satting

smide state has eultiple beneficial results beyond the original intention.

Radioactive Wmste is an interesting area- Energetic Hatter- ee©h isotope

probably ham a use. To bury or dilute or to concentrate and use? With

radioisotopes the clock is always running. A eiepls use would be an area to

sieulsts the redioectivi_y seen during interstellar travel et different

velocities end densities of interstellar dust clouds. Or perhaps s£nulate the

radiation belts at Saturn and Jupiter. We will be going to the key resourcem

in those belts, and the Radiation represent the only free energy available

other then the magnetic field which would destabilize the orbits of the Moou

unless _o sccellerate ¢o a Martian rendezvoum. Access to a waste storage area
of this Level of radiation should be liaited to SterMen. The boundary

isolating the area should reflect our concern for the safety of others as wall,

The Solar SysCas-After end during the stabilization of the potential of Terra

(Zt is possible) the _oon will have to be soceosed- this neans hydrogen powered

ports on Earth and a Lunar Power Symtes to conduct interstellar cla_

technology tests, SpmceDrtve teat beds and s Port _or the operation of the

System Fleet. With the Sun and planets at hand sons work is celled for. The

aercury power station for the nmking of isotopes, :he Terreforming of Venus end
the Sheds Reales) to cool the planet off for the deliver of the Zoa _rom the

Ice _oons of Jupiter and Saturn excess to the neeos of Mars. The Solar systes

is the proving ground for IntersteLLar travel.

Pert 3 Our great expectations cf Cybarepaoa

When refrenca is sade to the CYBERSPECTRUM of :ha Expedition I seen _he

foLLowing which is the exaspLe of how Z would like the TechIndex to give _a

aocemm. (others nay design their own access ports-the kernml to the

cybersimulants thee _ork while we sleep.)

I open the con Link and flag up a display of the areas of my interest and see a

row o£ species1 signatures fo_ the conplatenema c_ tasks at hand. Like a

signature o_ a star there are bands of colour representing knowledge, and

ach_evment, access to equtpeenc and things done. _one bands ere faint. I have

infinite resolution. There ere gaps or dark l_nes- those represent areas

needing the most work. ^ Full spectrum represents a secure interstellar class

technology with installed functional production and integration facilities _or

SterCra£t construction, or other Qreas related to :he expedition. My credits
for access are displayed. My contributions are recorded and my daily eern%n(s

are tabulated. _ngoin¢ research sesmions related :o my areas o_ expertise _re

_lashlng, b_ologicel resources are monitored 3s ere _ntruslons into :_e

preserves, excess aosorpcion o_ spectra corrections ere noted and the saiectlcn

is pointed out- I enter the Techindex and begin tee work. The areas I _as
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wtKlng up next _o thee at lnother star. Looks like they need sore

the StlrFiler, here's my we=e, no loss, Z'm going hiking toalorrow

hive e gender ec the gilexy fros the mountain on the llfePreserve.

liter sweet dremas to both of us next night. Sign off.=

hourN On

8ny_ly to
Catch you

Pert 4 Soae Issues

Access to the cospetitton- only vie one of the currencies, however e 3rd

perry ten sponsor you or you ten epply to be sponsored by the Expedition. You

ten else esk Questions end set your own chellenges _n hopes of sttrecting

reseerch however you mey hive to buy more credits to mike the prizes
ettrective. All in the neae of educetion.

Xf you think you can eern • living as t cyberspece resident reseercher for the

Expedition you should It leest buy 1 credit to register for the cospetition.

The Deteset of Earths gene pool suet be preserved, otherwise ell oolonimetion
is mt risk es is our continuence on Earth.

The Cyberspece aedile aust be eble to handle enough diet to siaulete life on

girth, Building en interstellar cites induatriel base, opereting starships, end

terreforaing new plenets at new stersystesa. The Techlndex system auat else

fit on s Stership, otherwise we will be dependent on girth for Dire. Not a good
be_.

As fir es the Culture of those who would explore the Gslaxy and their
tntiaecy wi_h phymics it ls possible re|ilion aey becoae involved in the old

wry of the sun end the stirs possibly providing s bridge of hope.

Perheps s new cstelogue of verbs is in order describing those behsviours

resulting in new knowledge ted resources while hiving toting to conserve life,

enhenctng the likelihood ot tnteretellsr trmneportition Ind colonizmtion.

"Y me maddened et the prospe=t of • new religion when so nuch hem been lost to

these things, but the send his crmvings." -generel consensus of seges circle.

Certein individuals hive • vee_ed interest in keeping _inds tied up in

dreess yet doing noChing and going nowhere. Specificelly druglord8. The

expedition cyberspece offers the dress time without tapeiraent and could

provide steady progress to the perticipent, thereby hiving • severe ispect on

drug consuaption. This will not eeoepe notice and efforts will be made to cell

down the expedition as "wirehesds- worse then drug eddtcts". We ere aereiy
coapeting for mind-rise for iasgineering, end offer better results in terms c_

energy, as_ter end mind. A resinder- who ever got en interest cheque £roa

cumuletive drug purchases. Bright young people deserve the better elterna_ives

to drugs offered by technology. The expedition offers s reel alternetive- with

sore reel iIprovemencs in living standards.

LifeCredit
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Pert 5.

1data for troll-referencing terren life with each star in the galaxy for
reel colonization modelling.

In the courle of mapping the Galaxy i would like to ensure each iterfile hal t

piece for data related to its ability to support li£e. Fros the bare fact the

star is giving off energy _o the fast life requires energy to continue we can

build a picture of etoh stirs ability to support life, and the level of e£fort
and equipment required to get a colony slatted.

It is in the building to this date tile She Importance of biodiverlity

Illumes overriding importance as we tackle marginal stere and planets in
eargtnel regtonl of prise stars. It is fairly certain we can conltder Tartan

life be "proven" as oppoled to ¢ook-upi from She chelilterl replicaSor. Tartan

life hal a vulnerability- each is pert of a lyltoa known as an ecology-
incomplete eoologyl go ouS of balanoe, instability can lead to failure.

Cook-ups have a weeknell el well- end wlthou_ sufficient biodivera£ty we are
lacking the genetic codes for lone biochemistry, end withouS the terran data-

even the btocheniltrM bacomel expnrinental.

As ve Lap the Galaxy free the poles of the Hoon and catalogue the spectrul

of etch star we can build troll rnferencea with the following data:

-PhoSolynthelil with regards to each photosynthetic organise
-phososynthelil with regards to hebiSable regions around the star.

-technology required to uplhi£t or downlhift Ipectrs to suppor_ plants
-tartan life compatibility( biodtverli_y let for each star)

-photovolteic baled life support lyltell

We can then use the inforsation to select thole stars which require zero

technology to lumtstn lt_e to guide our learch for extrasolar plane_l and to

chlv_ the bess pathl comprised of ideal I_erl for survey Orlft tO vimit in each
region of the Galaxy.

The _erginel starl provide en interelting synergism for conlervation of

Tartan life for example if a leer is Ihown _o be capable of sustaining on|y
5,000 photosynthetic life £orml and only 50 o£ those can be used for human

survival and 30 of those are deemed ealensiel te they ere single sourcel for

certain laino acids, essential fatty acids or vi_asins or other Expedition
Plrtme=ers regarding colonization, end 20 yetrl _rol nov 10 of thole 30 are

listed as extincS- we will have to trOll _het star and any other sSar of

similar spectrum OFF the colonization lilt. The Conlervetion of Terren
biodiversity is of galactic isportance to Hulenl. Any serious stareen hal a

stake in the conlervation of life on Earth. And doubting _hoaal typel who vlsh

to stay oC home would do veil to remember we colonized this planet using the
biodiversity exilting. In otherwordl even etrSh could becoee _erginel if we

Isle _oo ,any species. In 1 sentence saying no to conaervaSion is the seae as

killing your children. Sad genettcl, excep_ _or fun for _he purpole of
cyberspsce ve do not want to include our life support sylSea in with dinolaurs.

As ve model end develop new technology new I_erl fall into the visit worthy

claal and as we cybermodal new life forel marginal stirs amy alluae greater
importance.

_e should not forget who has a 4 billion year track record. PROVEN
COLONIZABLE.

The ability o_ a star to support life amy range from lerely stationkeeping
aboaro a survey craft to an Eerthltke planet cr even s rtngworld or a total

terraCe=sing Job where a terren alas suit be pieced in an appropriate orbit and
stockea with voletilel.

Some scarm _ay show =ere in the photosynthetic _roes re£erenoe,

nevertheless, =_ele stirs lay be 1aperient for thermal bales life _oras al seen

in undersea volcanic ven_s and hocspringl and even cavee.
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Some scars may show zero _n both areas bu_ amy be ideal _or high enert_r

manu£acturlnG for components for the expedition, rare isotopes, crystals,

operatlna gamna ray beacons or powerini It;he corridors or specialty propulsion
lasers. These stars aey have role to play in getting life to a habitable stez

and in a sense add to the habitablity of the Galaxy in general.

Brown dwarfs, neutron stars, and the undiscovered, the unappreciated.

On s clear night, _n e place dark, look at the crowded Sttrfields of the

Galaxy, and think of all we are blessed to know end possess. Look out at t_

beacons burning, calling ue to a destiny we can remain equipped to achieve, if

only we take 1 ec_ton. Neintetn the photosynthetic based biodtversity which
allowed us _o colonize this planets. Humans can expect _o have access to nw

hablta_ beyond this planet as a benefit of being • men,tent species but only I,$

e reward for ingenuity and bold detsrstnstton, and not without upholding t_

duty to maintain su_fioten_ original htbite_ to reproduce biological mysteu

diverse enough to support human life.( A specedrive is possible befoz_l

ecological ruin- ecological ruin must not be allowed to occur before

colonization reserves are fully functional so el not to hamper resulting travel
and colonization activities.)

Spacecraft do not live beyond their aetna.

An extremely ditst|ed mode! of the Galaxy is required. Solar systes

• lssions undertaken :o develop survival technology for the expected variety of
conditions encountered at each star.

- ^ challenge to the superiority of drugs for memsertzlng the

skill building challenge linked to Reproduction, survival, and
the promise of the eventual access to a billion new hsbttats

- integration of religion end science to include more minds

human mind. A

adventure with

2.biological diversity- conservation and application of

resources of Earth- ranging from Evolution parks and access to

the cross refrencing of the Compendium of Terrsn Species( in

with all the Stars and habitats in the Galaxy

the biological

such parks to

the Teoh-Zndex)

Part 6.

_xpedition Building- _ method of Incorporating the expedition into the current

_ndus_rial _nfrss_ruc_ure in _he area of " Reducing Znput Costs" in North
America.

It is said that in some manufacturing cream North ^aerica is low on

produc_ivity. _e 811 know that there is a produc_ivity dividend and we all know

every person is capable of making some suggestions for Improving produc_ivity
in slaoat every hunch endeavour. If we take the assumption that Instera_ellar

exploration and colonization is one of the htghea_ orders cg human behaviour in

the physical sense due to its difficulty, challenge and the benefit of being
capable o£ reproducing entire biospheres, then we must also realize that due to

human nature Galactic exploration would therefore be last on the list of thinls

_or _e human race to accomplish, even though it could save our planet and

raise our stanoard o_ living. Therefore an interstellar expedition =use

position _tsal_ in such a place that it performs _hl most difficult functions

_ithin a human society-improving productivity, and quite likely _tke on the

moat capital _nCensive taprovenents because no one else hem the will, desire,

deter_ina_ton, or foresight to actually prafor_ _hese needed functions.

Our indus_rial base is novel and resource dependent. Compare to sn deep space
vessel, _e ere usin_ up our space ship.' ^_ this rate we will £o nowhere.

What areas could we use some produc_ivity and how _ight :his benefit an
expedition?
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Energy

Heating a Factory with natural gas- passive solar reduce heating comte

build solar collectors from scrap pipes, glass, toil, pal!at wood, old lena sad
tubing

Advantage- we learn construction of solar technology, molding plastic waste

into parabolic curves, we reduce gerbmge, Improve profits at factory,we educate

people, involve the young and unemployed and can use the natu_l gee for
something else-like making borosilicete water distillate, which can be

installed into solar heaters we have now learned to build which opens up a

global export market to 5 billion persons requiring drinking water, seem o£
which have lots o! water and sun but cannot drink the wirer, acre e£tient ume

of minds, materiels end natural resources. We hire people in those oountriem

£or a portion o£ the Water they produce since we still own the wirer distiller

and use a portion ot the pro£its to establish oomunicmttons links with our nw

partners and perhaps supply with adequate birth control to lell end educational

material to prepare for t next phase o£ recycling baaed on the reeourou

locally available in terns of waste- perhaps the reverse-e cooling system- 1"11

Jell this a "Space Collector"- m Thermosyphon operating only aC night- It deem

get cold at night in the desert- this will improve the function o£ the solar

distiller es well. With our new meier skills we could tackle SuperWood- the

cellulose rain£orced recycled plastic again building solar collectors to melt

plastic and using more waste materiels. Use the superwood to build growin_

containers £or spices and medictn_ plants to improve health and the ability to
each foods normally unpalatable dve to lack ot flavour enhancers. In the

northern clime perhaps some smell greenhouse frames are the order ot the Day- •

freer gift for employees, who an their bre•ke can learn the arts o_

computerized greenhouse design and the transparency of various available

materials from glees to plastic pop bottles. Or F3rheps beckymrd solar Furnecel

es per John Keyes, this ellowi the heating dividend to translate in_ genera|
educational and individual energy sevinge- igein acre money avmilable far

capital investment in tools or to buy access into the expedi_ion ¢ompe¢ition or
purchase information from the TeohXndex-reg.tm.

The same can be done for Electricity used for heat. In the Came of light, the
enegry loss of a window can be ofset by using a collector beneath the window to

bring energy into the building Just below the window.

Storehouses for discarded technology- store,_cmtalogue, dismantle and reuse is

a procese mind intensive- very suitable for educational ef_orta and encouraging

creativity. A large building amy be turned into • creative competition learning

center a sor_ of diversity factory with a trickle of usetull equipment leaving
the building.

North America could tackle the _ollowing areas:

Health, Social problems, Business inefficiency, Government debt, unemployment

pollution, conservation, Education using Expedition mentality and new Credits.

We should seek some import replacement to maintain key indul_ry

Other areas we can insert expedition style industry,
Land reclamation whether _o agricultural or nmturel

Toxic site cleanup soil leeching or solar burning of waste.
Toxic waste aanageaen_ and elimination

Environmental equipment to reduce pollution

nuclear waste _anage_en_

invamive species centre!

chemical storage- all cleanups generate some concentrated waste

disposal recon_iguracion into pro-poduotive storage ie Lied batteries- i_ _e

recycle rather :has dispose we amy produce leaded gills primms that _hila

storing the lead produce some beauty a_ a window side - 2 _oot tall prisms on
each side.

Basically i_ _e will have mo do it to build a _leet, operate a

balanced clean manner or _ould have to pre_ora _he lame _unc_ions

after planet £all a_ another s_ar- we can certainly do it on Earth.

shlp in a
to survive
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Par_ 7,

Zdets _or cybersptce •odalllng of novel space drives vith a selection of the

drives on _he development table st the expeditlon,

Cyberapace could be used to steelier•re _he development ot a power and

propulsion systee for the exploration ot the Galaxy. 1£ you can •ode1 •

concept and give it a good work ou_ using virtual reality, and your so£tware

can generate use[u1 reverse engineering data we can build and fly. Especially

useful is the access a concept has to a large •unbar of ainds during tea
evolution.

^ selection o£ concepts under consideration et the expedition
A. Power Sources

Solid s_ete fusion -Monolithic channel guided fusionlwithin a solid)

modelling o£ hydrogen fusion/ deuCeriue/ tritiua £usion

Rydbarg e_on fusion

ganna beta Energy/Matter delivery physics

Interstellar corridors ot light tot energy delivery

B. Light based space drives

The downshifting light drive- area violet to red with delbs E going to aonentun

and conservation coning ou_ o£ the blackbody esnissions of the craft

Phase conjugate resonators- optinize the conversion ot light to aonentus

Cubic iAght 3 dtnensional standing waves/Light crystals/fusion punping
Nuclear lasers

models ot total internal re£1ectton/evenescent waves/curvature matches/

circular cryatsl/ln_inita evanescent waves external to circular crystal with
variable co-efticients of extinction.

Organic search for chlorophyll analogs for "light work" ie rubidtun cells

re swedish 90X e£fictency photovoltsic _B clue.

C. Electron based drives

Mainly trying to take advsnte4fe o£ the Coulomb force as in new_on8 ot

acceleration resulting fron either attractive or repulsive charge separations

since about 1 eillton tons o_ _orce is seen between 2-1 _eter square plates

sap•raced by 1 aeCer when each plate contains an electric charge o_ 1 couloab.

so we york on how to e£_ect the charging when 1 plate is relative _o the crags

and the o_her pla_e Is relative to an energy source relative external to crags

such as velocity o_ light.

some clues for modelling include light •emitting silicon, pho_ore£ractive

crystals and the space charges within, reverse synnetry photoelectric e_£ect

where she ltgh_ goes through the aatsritl end knocks an electron o£_ upon

exiting( anpli£ied conpton scattering)

Cyberaodels o_ UFOs equipped with 3D coulonb drives to see t_ possible actions
match" observed behaviour"

Qusn=u• mirrors/ quen=ua _ell electron re£1ec_lons/Quencum ^r_ surface- a

controllable surface _hst could re, loot/absorb or enit light or electrons am

per our bidding- the ul_tna_e graphics cool-righ_ on the edge o£ reality.

Seeing i£ the electron £n a rydberg hydrogen atom or other elemen_ could be

coaxe_ into a electron cloud analagous _o a chlorophyll •olecule.

Preach conductors

nuclear spin precessional drives- vhere every e_oaic nucleus is spun

neutrino drives based on synthetic nucleus analog tailored to eait neutrinos in

one conic direcsion only, :_ereby producing _orce.

_e should be able to suns in So chase prooecSs, parcicipace, and £a¢ paid or ac

1east _in someShing or share in _he pro£i_s end be _irs_ in line _o _ly.
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Part 8.

A very short list st organizations end researchers collecting and producing

date relevant to the expedition.

This list represents less then i ten thousandth o£ the data, the people end

the organizations producing lntormetton use£ul gor inclusion into the

expedition and £or use aboard stershtps. As I have recently beooee highly

concerned about the reducing potential date sets and their physical rep|tcat_rs

Species( the living library) this list is netnly biological. One number og

interest is the estimate regarding the sire o£ the Genetic Interaction on
Earth, Adams end Adage og Beylor in Weoo, Texas give 10 to the power og 15 as

the number of bits 10 to the 9th megabytes, 10 to the 6th gtgebytes of

information contained in Earths DNA. ( DNA- Bank Net- Kew Gardens

England).However the eeount og Data is decreasing. We are losing Biocheeicel

software due to Extinctions. The gastest growing data set is the list og

extinct species. The reverse engineering og Terren biology for later use in
Galactic colonization ia under attack due to carelessness. If 5000 species ere

lost this year, ask yourself tg those 5,000 species, now extinct, were placed

on • barren but hospitable planet, would those species, ae a result og

reproduction be able to enable the colonization got • planet?

Nature conservancy Conservation International World Wildlife Fund

Hlssouri Botanical Gardens/ Harvard Botanical Gardens

Plant Biotechnology Center, Beylor University, Weoo,Texes
Centers got Plant Conservation

Huean Food Biodiversity

Seed Savers Exchange- Seeds our gorefethera grew to colonize

Native Seeds�SEARCH- Arrid/desert goods

Heritage Seed Program- northern good varieties-Pioneer goods

The Land Institute- Building prairie

East German Genebank Getersleben- Best in Europe-soon to be lost

Vavilov Institute- Leningrad -20 Scientists died protecting _he

250.000 kinds of seeds during Seige WWII.

Friends og the Trees- produces Znternetlonel Green gron_

priceless list og colonization data generators got Eerthlike planets

Example- TRANET-Eech issue lists lOOs of groups re Appropriate Tech.
Don Rittner- the book ECOLZNKING

atoNal-Global Cosuunioationm 415-442-0220

Space drives- NASA Lewis with Vision 21 is collecting ell clues towards the

Space Drives. Geogg Landis and Hart Hillis ,NASA and SterWare generate most

useful technical Data. Robert Forward, Ha|love end Hetlogg are at work.

UFO reverse engineering
I aa unaware of serious eggorts bu_ we will be at it soon.

Terragoralng

Space Studies Institute-Matrix, Space Solar Power library -excellent

A mere sample priserily related to modelling colonization o£ planets

However uae£ul got ensuring we have a solid biological gooting _ros which to

build an expedition. For acre inforaetlon and additional inclusion suggestions

please contact the Expedition.

Who _s modelling in_erstellsr spacecraft, :he Galaxy, a
Database. interstellar :Ivillzation, Interstellar

Interstellar capable industrial Base?.

Galactic coloniza=ion

claae technology,
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Conclusion

Cyberspace can greatly assist The Spiral Survey Expedition plan to organize

for the exploration end colonization of the Galaxy, by offering a market fo_

the Techlndex and socess to en entirt globe of potential resemrchers. The need

for e complex organization is reduced to potentially e gent challenge with sole

sinple rules and goals. Funding is streamlined to snail loans to the

expedition end operational funds are a fraction of the interenn with the

balance to prizes, conputationsl power and nature preserves. In addition a
publicly traded company will have to be established to meet security laws.

Hunanl may be able to tntngrlte nany confusing signals into sons fern of

coherent long tern motivity of benefit to the planet and life in general.
The benefits of interacting with cyberlpnoe include consideration of them

which thinks but is not alive. This allowm sole clarity of thought end purpose

in engineering. I feel we can oonpnte 1 on 1 with any form of emcspiLs

including recreational drugs, and should moire this opportunity to harness s

multitude of human foibles such ms greed to produce sons productivity in the

old roles of Life.

I refer to the Veotor, the Synblotio relationship, Reproduction, Evolution.

migration. We have tmken enough, and hmvs demtroyed too much. We can however

smtisfy most of our urges end longlngs bY working towards expansion into the

Galaxy. Adventure and Exploration beokon us onward. If in our travels wL

creite 8 million new biospheres perhaps we have sons use as a sentient species

other than to induce pleasure to our brnins. We mmy even find m place for lost

souls to reside and be able to deal with some huesn enotions as yet unfathomed.

We had batter learn. For new minds arise froL the ste_ of our workings, may

hunger for reml life, nay find an obstacle, become angered at our waste of

life. Who is to say • child may never find its parent repulsive. Just as many

humans hold the notion that due to our superior mental capacity, most species

have become expendable, now sentionts aey find Hone Sapiens to be a wasteful

bunch of knuckleheeds. While we prepare to take life to the Galaxy we should

take • good hard look at ourselves, and oonpsre to the Ideal vector for life to

colonize • Galaxy.

When Gain replicates, is there pleasure?

The mental exercise of mspiring :o lofty biological gomls can improve our

species g_ving us e be_ter chance i_ survival.

The actual exercise of facing the rigors of the GalaxM end the challenges of

preparing to explore msy improve us even further.

The Expedition may be in the right direction.

^ children playing in the Sun,

_e never knew what time it was,

a course Oetermined by the Stars

a sense of freedom on the Run

We just knew how sublime it was

no one knows _ust where wa ere

- Hewkwind
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